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Abstract 

Rain is a common ambient sound in nature and is therefore an important sound 
effect to be reproduced in computer games, movies etc. To this time, this sound 
effect has, to a large extent, been reproduced by using recorded sounds of real 
rain.  
But the advent of faster computers has made the real time synthesis approach 
possible. To use this technique though, models of the sound of rain, physical or 
otherwise, need to be developed. 
 
This thesis involves an experimental study and theoretical modeling of the sound 
from raindrops falling on a water surface. 
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Introduction 

Humans easily identify splashes, water dripping and rainfall as liquid sounds, but 
there are no simple audio models for these phenomena. Because of the complexity 
and great variation of liquid sounds, there is no simple way to create these sounds 
synthetically, or manipulate prerecorded liquid sounds in a physically manner [1]. 
If these sounds are to be used in interactive environments, such as video games 
and virtual reality simulations, a realistic real-time liquid sound synthesis method 
has to be developed. 
 
The sound of rain under water surface has been used for meteorological purposes 
to measure the rate of precipitation. Underwater sounds consist of drop impacts 
and underwater bubbles (when they are created) [2]. Waves on the surface and 
wind affect the rate of created bubbles, and in that way change the underwater 
sound. Much research has been done in this area, which shows how complicated 
the rain sound is.  
 
The complex nature of water drop sound has been widely examined, but most 
work has been done for the sound occurred under the water surface, although not 
exclusively. In this project, the sound above water surface has been examined. To 
be able to understand the mechanism of rainfall, a thorough investigation of the 
physical events that occur when a single water drop hits the water surface, has to 
be done. 
 
A high-speed camera and a microphone were used to record the sound and splash 
given from a drop hitting the water surface. Weather effects, such as wind and 
waves, were disregarded. The drops recorded were larger than the drops used in 
most other works, and should therefore provide some new information about 
rainfall and similar sound effects. 
 
The recorded data obtained was analyzed, to establish what happens during the 
impact, and especially to characterize the sounds that are produced. Finally, 
models were developed for the different sound events found. 
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Chapter 1  

Background 

The characteristic “plunk”-sound that comes up when raindrops hit the water 
surface has been studied for over a century. The most common theory is that a 
bubble that detaches from the bottom of the cavity, that forms when the drop hits 
the liquid surface, produces the sound. According to Doel [1], Minnaert, in 1933, 
identified that the mechanism responsible for bubble sounds are pulsating 
volumes. The best way to describe an oscillating bubble in a liquid is to compare 
it with a bob on a spring, which oscillates approximately as simple harmonic 
motion, occurring at the natural frequency [3]. There is also another theory of 
what creates the “plunk”-sound from falling drops. It is based on that the cone-
like cavity vibrates and gives off the characteristic sound when the bubble has 
been created [4].  

1.1 Characteristics of the rain drop 
Raindrops exist naturally in the world and can vary in size from approximately 
2µm up to 5 mm in diameter, though, according to Schönhuber [5], raindrops with 
diameters up till 8 mm have been observed under certain circumstances. The 
smallest drops (smaller than 0.8 mm in diameter) can be seen in clouds, haze and 
fog, while the biggest drops can be found in heavier rainfalls. The velocity of the 
drop depends on the size of the drop. The air resistance on an object is not only 
dependent on size and shape of the object, but also on its mass. Thus, since a big 
drop has a higher mass than a small drop it will be less affected by the air 
resistance than the smaller drop, even though it is larger. When the force of 
gravity has the same size as the air resistance, the drop stops accelerating and falls 
at constant velocity. This is known as the terminal velocity [4].  
 
Drops larger than approximately 5 mm in diameter are rarely observed. This is 
due to the fact that the effect of the air resistance is too large to keep the drop 
intact. The drop will then split up into several smaller drops [4]. Large drops are 
usually not spherical when they fall, and oscillate asymmetrically in three 
dimensions. Therefore drop experiments with large drops are not easy to repeat 
[6].  
 
Since the sound produced by a droplet is largely dependent on its diameter, it is 
important to have an accurate description of the drop size distribution, DSD, for 
different types of rainfall. During light rain, drops of small volumes dominate. 
When the intensity of the rain increases, larger drops are more common, and the 
smallest raindrops decreases in quantity (see Figure 1) [7]. According to Dickens 
[8], studies were made primarily to estimate the radar reflectivity of rainfall, but 
as mentioned, these are also important when trying to simulate the sound of rain. 
A commonly used approximation models the drop size distribution as an 
exponential distribution. Another common approximation is given by the gamma 
distribution. 
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Figure 1. Drop size concentration for various rain rates observed over south 
India. Region A signifies smaller drops diameter (< 1.91 mm) and region B 

signifies larger drops diameter (> 1.91 mm). (After Roy et al. [7]). 
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Figure 2. Regular entrainment from a water drop striking a water surface. The 

drop has the radius R = 1.29 ± 0.03 mm and strikes the surface at a velocity of U 
= 1.95 ± 0.06 m/s. The time t in the upper left corner of every figure in the picture 
is in dimensionless time t* = Ut/R. Uncertainty in t*: 0.2.The right figure in every 
pair of figures is the calculated appearance at corresponding time. (After Elmore 

et al. [9].) 

1.2 The influence of a drop at the water surface 
Several studies have pointed out that the regular entrainment of water drops in tap 
water is as follows. A drop hits the water surface and a crater is created after the 
impact. When the interface goes back to its initial position, the walls of the crater 
close on themselves, and separate the bottom part of the cavity into a bubble (see 
Figure 2) [9]. After the separation, a thin high speed jet of water strikes into the 
bubble. It reaches the opposite surface of the bubble but does not penetrate it. The 
tip of the jet detaches to form a water droplet inside the entrapped bubble (see 
Figure 3). A corresponding jet comes up, when the air bubble is entrapped, and 
goes up from the bottom of the cavity [10]. 
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Figure 3. The present separation of the cavity into an air bubble can be seen (a). 

When the bubble is created, an inward water jet penetrates the air bubble (b), and 
finally a water drop is created in the air bubble (c). The frames are taken from a 

sequence captured at 10000 fps. (After Cole et al. [10]). 

It has been found that there need to be some special conditions to the water drops, 
for a bubble to be created. Depending on the size of the drop, an upper and lower 
limit for the impact velocity has been found for the creation of bubbles to be 
possible (see Figure 4) [9]. Elmore et al. [9] found that the depth of the cavity 
stagnates just before the bubble is created during regular entrainment. The 
stagnation of the cavity depth was not found for regular entrainment where 
bubbles were not created. The numerical simulations, that were made, have a 
much shorter reversal of the cavity depth just before detachment. This deviation is 
believed to depend on “surface tension-forced smoothing or to the neglect of 
vorticity” according to Elmore et al. [9], which result in a lower momentum at the 
bottom of the cavity.  
 
Liow [6] has studied how Weber (We) and Froude (Fr) numbers correlate with the 
cavity created at drop impact. According to Liow [6], Weber and Froude numbers 
are defined as We = ρu2d/σ and Fr = u2/(gd) respectively, where ρ is the drop 
density, u its velocity, d its diameter, σ the surface tension and g is the 
acceleration due to gravity. The study resulted in an area where entrained bubbles 
from the cavity after impact could be seen. The lower bound is We=36.2*Fr0.186 
and the upper bound is We=48.3*Fr0.247.  
 
The Froude number describes an objects resistance to move through water relative 
its size and velocity. The Weber number describes a fluid’s relative significance 
between its inertia and surface tension. 
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Figure 4. The domain of where the entrainment is possible as a function of impact 
velocity and drop diameter. The dotted line is the terminal velocity curve for the 
drops. The two solid lines are the upper, respectively, lower velocity limit where 

regular entrainment is observed. (After Elmore et al. [9].) 

1.3 Sound at regular entrainment 
There are two different theories about how the sound above water is actually 
produced. The most commonly used one is that the entrained bubble vibrates in 
radial direction and acts as a linearly damped oscillator [3], [11]. The alternative 
idea to the oscillating bubble is that it actually is the cone that starts to vibrate, 
and gives off sound, when the bubble is detached from the cone (see Figure 5) [4]. 
Both theories agree that the main part of the “plunk”-sound is not created at the 
drop impact with the water surface. Instead, the sound occurs during the 
detachment of the entrained bubble. 
 
The theory that the entrained bubble creates the bubble sound has been widely 
investigated under the water surface. According to Pumphrey et al. [12], 
photographic studies were carried out by Richardson in 1948 and Franz in 1959. 
These studies have shown that the “plunk”-sound starts when the entrained bubble 
detaches from the cavity. Moreover a study by Pumphrey et al. [12], where a 
high-speed camera with synchronized sound from above and under the water 
surface, showed that the “plunk”-sound comes from the creation of an air bubble 
in the bulk of water.  
 
According to Pumphrey et al. [12], Sir William Bragg wrote in his 1921 book 
“The world of sound” that the “plunk”-sound above the water surface comes from 
the cone-like cavity that occurs when the drop hits the surface. This cone-like 
cavity has been modeled in an unpublished article of Sir Richard Paget. When air 
was blown across the opening of the cone, a sound similar to the one heard when 
a drop impacts a water surface was observed. A study by Arvidsson [4], where he 
made a mathematical analysis of the cone-like cavity, showed that the 
fundamental frequency heard in the “plunk”-sound could be associated with the 
depth of the cone. 
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Figure 5. When the drop hits the water a short impulse can be heard (1). A crater 

is created and when it has reached it maximum depth it detaches an air bubble 
and the cone starts to oscillate (2). The air bubble reaches the surface after a 

while and gives off a small sound when it bursts (3). (After Arvidsson [4]). 

1.4 Bubble physics 
Since the forming of a bubble seems to be the cause of an important part of the 
sound emitted, a physical model for pulsating bubbles was developed by Minnaert 
in 1933, according to Pumphrey et al. [12]. Minnaert defines a formula for the 
resonance frequency from freely-oscillating bubbles according to which 
 

ρ
γρ

Rπ
ν 0

0
0

3
2

1
= ,    (1) 

 
where heat flow has been neglected (adiabatic conditions) and also surface tension 
[3]. According to Leighton [3], 0R  is the equilibrium radius of the spherical 
bubble, γ is the ratio of specific heat of a gas at constant pressure to that at 
constant volume, 0ρ  equilibrium fluid density and ρ is the density of the fluid 
surrounding the bubble. For air bubbles created in the water at the pressure of one 
atmosphere (1) can be simplified to 
 

300 ≈Rν  m/s    (2) 
 
According to Doel [1], the approximation in (2) implies that only bubbles between 
15 cm and 0.15 mm are of interest in rain sound synthesis. Since humans can only 
hear sound approximately above 20 Hz and under 20 kHz. 
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The impulse response )(ts  from radially oscillating bubbles is very often 
exponentially decaying and Doel [1] has given a model for it: 
 

dtetπνats −⋅⋅= )2sin()( 0     (3) 
 
where a  is the amplitude, 0ν  the resonance frequency, d  the damping factor and 
t  is time. The function )(ts  is the deviation from the equilibrium radius of the 
bubble. 
 
The energy loss for an oscillating bubble originates from viscous-, radiation- and 
thermal damping for which Doel [1] has calculated an expression: 
 

2/3
00

0072.013.0
RR

d +=     (4) 

 
This can in turn be expressed in resonance frequency 0ν  by means of (2): 
 

2/3
00 0014.0043.0 ννd +=     (5) 

 
Equations (4) and (5) are only valid for bubbles larger than 0.15 mm since viscous 
damping can be neglected for these drops. In Figure 6, the thermal and radiation 
damping are visualized together with the damping model proposed by Doel [1]. 
The damping factors have been transformed to the inverse of the dimensionless 
Quality-factor that is defined (according to Leighton [3]) as the number of radians 
required for the energy to decay by 1−e . 
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Figure 6. The dimensionless damping constants visualized as a function of bubble 
radius. The viscous damping constant is neglected for bubbles of sizes larger than 

0.15 mm. Formulas for calculating thermal and radiation damping have been 
taken from Leighton [3]. 

According to Doel [1], the amplitude a  can approximately be expressed as 
 

uRRa 00≈      (6) 
 
where u  is the average inward normal velocity at the boundary of the bubble. 
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Chapter 2  

Experiment description 

2.1 Experimental setup 
To produce raindrops with different diameters, a number of plastic tips to a pipette 
were used. The tips, produced droplets with volumes 12, 17, 23 and 46 µl 
respectively, which correspond to drop diameters of 2.84, 3.19, 3.52 and 4.45 mm, 
assuming spherical drops. The volumes were calculated by counting how many 
drops were needed from each tip to add up to an accumulated volume of 1 ml.  
 
Unfortunately, the majority of raindrops during normal rain conditions are a lot 
smaller than this. Most drops have a diameter of about 2 mm or below, as can be 
seen in weather study of Roy et al. [7]. Unfortunately, the equipment at our 
disposal could not easily produce drops of that size.  
However, droplets with the diameters produced in this experimental study can still 
be found in rain, at least in heavier rainfalls, and the observations made on the 
larger drops in this study should still give some idea about what effects and 
sounds a drop of arbitrary size would cause. 
One can also imagine events where these larger drops are far more common than 
smaller ones. When drops of water fall into a pool of water from some object, 
from a height of a couple of decimeters to a couple of meters, the size of the drops 
are often of the same order as those seen in this study. 
 
The drops were dropped from different heights to produce different impact 
velocities. The heights used were 0.6, 1.0, 1.8, 2.4 and 3.0 m, which gave impact 
velocities from around 3 m/s to about 6 m/s (depending on the drop size). Drops 
with diameters like these have higher terminal velocities than 6 m/s, but the 
experiments should still give an idea of what physical requirements need to be 
fulfilled to bring about different sounds.  
To get the drops to reach their terminal velocity, the drops would have to be 
dropped from heights a lot larger than 3 m. For example, the largest drops would 
have needed a drop height of about 26 m, according to Medwin et al. [11]. 
 
The drops were dropped into a glass tank (with dimensions: width 60 cm, depth 
60 cm and height 16 cm) that was filled with 8 cm of tap water (see Figure 7). The 
glass tank could possibly give rise to echoes, and thereby alter the sound signal 
recorded, but this effect should be negligible, and indeed, no visible echo has been 
observed during the sound data analysis. 
 
To improve the contrast of the video data, two 500 W halogen lamps illuminated 
the tank. Between the tank and the lamps, a frosted shield was placed to diffuse 
the light from the lamps (see Figure 7). This made the illumination of the tank 
more even. If the frosted shield had not been used, the incoming light would have 
been too bright, and decreased the image quality substantially.  
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To record the sound from the experiments, a microphone of model Shure SM81-
LC, with phantom power and frequency response from 0 to 20000 Hz was used. 
The sound was recorded with a sampling frequency of 48 kHz and a precision of 
16 bits/sample. The 46 µl drops where however recorded with a simpler 
microphone. This makes any comparison of sound amplitudes between the 46 µl 
and the smaller drops difficult, but the sample frequencies are the same for both 
microphones. 
The sounds were recorded in a digital format on a computer and the amplitudes of 
the signals were scaled to the range -1 to 1. Any mentioned amplitudes in the 
following chapters are therefore not the real acoustical amplitudes, but only the 
rescaled values. 
 
The microphone was placed above the water tank, about 8 cm from the point of 
impact, pointed toward the point of impact with an angle of about 45° from the 
water surface.  
 
A high-speed digital camera, the Ranger C from SICK-IVP was used to perform a 
video recording of the impacts. The camera was set to record 800 frames per 
second and to produce pictures with a resolution of 256*256 pixels in 8-bit 
grayscale. However, due to the D/A-conversion limitations of the camera, only a 
6-bit grayscale could be used. 
The camera was placed, and the zoom was set, in such a way that the images 
showed a physical width of about 10 cm in the tank. Consequently, the physical 
length per pixel was around 0.37 mm/pixel. This proved to be an adequate level of 
detail to get the gist of what was happening, though not good enough to resolve 
the finer details of the drop process. 
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Figure 7. Experimental setup. Observe that the proportions of the figure are not 

the same as in reality. 

Since one second of video recording is equivalent to a raw data file size of 
approximately 50 Mb and each recording had to contain a synchronization 
procedure (as described below), the drops were recorded in groups of three (or 
two in some instances). This helped keep the total amount of data down, and also 
reduce the number of data files to be synchronized. 
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2.2 Synchronization 
A major problem with all video recording, and indeed also this one, is to 
synchronize the sound with the image sequence. The movie industry has used, for 
almost a century, a simple clapper that claps together in the beginning of every 
new scene that is recorded. It has been shown to be a precise and an easy way to 
synchronize sounds and image sequences. Even though the number of frames 
recorded each second in this study is a lot higher than in normal video recording, 
the method still proved to be accurate enough, and was therefore used to 
synchronize the two datasets. 
 
Each recording began by using the clapper to produce a timestamp in both video 
and sound data. The clapper was held at the same position as where the drops 
would land, for it to be visible in the video, and for it to produce a clear sound. 
The timestamps made by the clapper were found by using a MATLAB program, 
which works in the way described below. 
 

 
Figure 8. Original image of the clapperboard over the surface to the left, and 

same image but with counted pixels in blue is visualized to the right. 

 
 

 
Figure 9. Original image of the clapperboard just before it closes seen to the left. 

The same image but with counted pixels in blue visualized to the right. 
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Since the clapper is seen as a dark silhouette in the video, it was easily identified 
by the program. By counting the number of illuminated pixels between the two 
parts of the clapperboard (see Figure 8 and Figure 9), in every picture frame, the 
program could calculate in which frame the clapper closed and thereby caused the 
sound seen in the sound recording. Since the closer the clapper is to being closed 
the lower the pixel count, the moment when the clapper is closed can be found as 
a local minimum of the pixel count (see Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. An example of a pixel count with the method described above on one of 
the recorded sequences. The frame number in which the clapper closes is found to 

be 183. 

Since the clapperboard gives off a sound with high amplitude, and the rise time of 
its first peak is short, the absolute value of the approximation of the signal’s 
second derivative gives a good indication of when the clapper sound appears:  

 
)1()(2)1()( −+⋅−+= nxnxnxny    (7) 

 
It turned out that the clapper sound can have a large second derivative in several 
places in the signal, but by setting a threshold at an appropriate level, the 
beginning of the clapper sound can easily be found as the first sample over that 
threshold (see Figure 11). 
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Figure 11. An example of the sound from the clapperboard (to the left) and the 

absolute value of its second derivative (to the right). 

In most signals the second derivative method was unnecessary because a couple 
of samples after the beginning of the clapper sound, the highest amplitude in the 
whole signal can be found. However, there are signals where this is not the case, 
and the second derivative method was therefore a more accurate way to locate the 
beginning of the sound. 
 
When the program had found these timestamps, the audio and video data were 
synchronized and joined together into a video file with sound, making it possible 
to correlate the observed physical events with the recorded sounds during the data 
analysis.  
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Chapter 3  

Event descriptions 

3.1 Overview of the impacting drop process 
The hydrodynamics of the system after the impacting drop hits the water surface 
is highly dependent on the size, shape and velocity of the drop. In many earlier 
works, e.g. Medwin et al. [2], drops with diameters around 1 mm and at terminal 
velocity have been studied. A description of how the drop process evolves during 
these conditions can be found in the previous chapter. Since the drops used in this 
project are larger, a brief overview hereby follows, that gives some typical 
examples of how the water reacts with the different drop sizes and velocities used 
in this project. The various sound-producing events in these processes are 
described later in this chapter. How they were analyzed, what results were 
produced by the analysis, and how the events are modeled, is discussed in the 
following chapters. 
 
In the descriptions below, drops of small, medium and large volumes will be 
mentioned. The same is true for the impact velocities.   
The smallest drops used during the experimental study have a volume of around 
12 µl, and the largest ones have an approximate volume of 46 µl. The impact 
velocities are approximately between 3 m/s and 6 m/s. 
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A small drop with a low impact velocity often causes a drop process like the one 
seen in Figure 12. The drop impacts the surface and produces a small crater, 
which in turn rebounds and forms a thin water pillar. From the pillar small drops 
are often detached. The volume of the drops and the pillar is too small to causes 
any additional effects (including sound). 
 

 
Figure 12. Image sequence of a 12 µl drop released from a height of 0.6 m 

(estimated impact velocity of 3.2 m/s). The time interval between frames is 12.5 
ms. 
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A large drop with a low impact velocity, or a medium drop with a medium 
velocity, often causes the effects seen in Figure 13. This is also seen with a small 
drop with a high velocity. The drop impacts the water surface, which produces a 
larger crater than in the case above. A small amount of water is also ejected up out 
of the crater, and a crown is formed around the crater. The crater then rebounds 
and forms a pillar of water. From the pillar, a drop or two may detach. The pillar 
or in some cases the detached drop(s) falls back into the water and often produces 
a small cone from which one or several bubbles may be clipped off. 

 

 
Figure 13. Image sequence of a 46 µl drop released from a height of 0.6 m 

(estimated impact velocity of 3.1 m/s). The time interval between frames is 12.5 
ms. 
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A large or medium size drop with a high impact velocity often causes the effects 
seen in Figure 14. When the drop impacts the water surface a large crater is 
created, and a crown of water is formed around the crater. The crown falls 
inwards, and collapses with the rebounding crater. If the crown collapses far 
enough into the crater, the water pillar is disrupted. 
 

 
Figure 14. Image sequence of a 46 µl drop released from a height of 2.6 m 

(estimated impact velocity of 5.7 m/s). The time interval between frames is 12.5 
ms. 
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A large or medium size drop with a high impact velocity sometimes causes the 
effects seen in Figure 15. When the drop hits the water surface a large crater is 
created and a crown is formed around it, just like the one in Figure 14. The 
difference is that the crown closes and becomes a canopy above the crater. The air 
between the canopy and the crater is thereby captured and a bubble is formed on 
the surface. 
 

 
Figure 15. Image sequence of a 23 µl drop released from a height of 3.0 m 

(estimated impact velocity of 6.0 m/s). The time interval between frames is 12.5 
ms. 
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3.2 Sound-producing events 

The data showed that the drop impacting the water surface gave rise to several 
different events that can possibly produce sound. Some of them happen in every 
drop sequence, like impact and crater return events, but don’t always produce an 
audible sound. For example, the crater return event was only seen to produce an 
audible sound a couple of times in the more than 240 recorded and analyzed drop 
sequences.  
Other events happen less frequently, e.g. surface bubble, but always give off a 
noticeable sound.  
 
Table 1 shows an overview of the different events according to these criteria. 
However, we must take in to account the fact that how often the events occur and 
how often they produce sound is often highly dependent on the size and velocity 
of the impacting drop. The table is based on data from drops of all sizes and 
impact velocities observed in this study. More detailed information about what 
needs to be fulfilled for each event to happen, and make a sound, can be found in 
the chapter Results. 

Table 1. A comparison between the different events of how often they occur 
and how often they produce any audible sound. 

 Always occur Often occur Seldom happen 
Always produces 
audible sound 

 Underwater bubble Surface bubble 

Often produces 
audible sound 

Impact Wall collapse  

Seldom produces 
audible sound 

Crater return   

 
 
A short description of the five different observed physical events and the sounds 
they produce are given below. How they were analyzed, what results were found 
and a description of how they can be modeled, can be found in the following 
chapters. 
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3.2.1 Impact 

The impact event can be seen in every drop sequence, and is obviously a 
prerequisite for the other events to occur. The falling drop falls onto the water 
surface, and when it hits the surface a crater is created. Around the edges of the 
crater, a ring of ejected water is seen (see Figure 16). How much water is ejected, 
and how the crater expands in width and depth depends on the size of the 
impacting drop and its velocity. 
The sound-producing moment is when the drop impacts the surface. 
 

 
Figure 16. A droplet impacting the water surface. 6.25 ms between frames. 

The way the ejected water takes off influences what the remaining part of the drop 
progression will look like. This fact is discussed later in this chapter, and 
especially in chapters following this one. 
 
The sound produced by the impact typically consists of a sharp negative 
amplitude peak, directly followed by a sharp positive one. After this peak the 
signal returns to its base level in a couple of milliseconds (see Figure 17). The 
signal is somewhat noisy during this return. The noisy is mostly negligible 
though, and not an important part of the sound.  
It should be noted that, it is not clear if the negative amplitude peak followed by 
the positive amplitude peak, corresponds to a real drop in pressure followed by an 
increase in pressure, as one might assume. This could be due to the polarity of the 
sound recording equipment. 
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Figure 17. A typical impact sound. 
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3.2.2 Underwater bubble 

A type of event that is often seen and always produces an audible sound is the 
underwater bubble event. The event can occur in several ways. Underwater 
bubbles can be produced when the water pillar or a rebound drop caused by the 
initial impact falls towards the surface, given certain conditions on the size of the 
pillar or drop, and the shape of the surface (Figure 18). The pillar or drop 
produces a small cone-shaped crater, from which one or more bubbles are 
released. This is very similar to the way bubbles are entrapped during impacts 
from smaller drops, as described by Elmore et al [9] and Pumphrey et al [12]. 
An underwater bubble can also be created when a rebound drop falls into a cone 
caused by another rebound drop or the pillar and thereby traps the air in the 
bottom of the cone. This is however quite uncommon, as the cone often is very 
short-lived and the drop has to hit it spot on. 
Most of the time a single bubble was observed, but it is not uncommon for two or 
more bubbles to be created.  
 
 

 
                   a)                               b)                             c)                          

 
                   d)                               e)                             f) 
Figure 18. An image sequence showing the creation of an underwater bubble. The 
returning pillar clips off and a small drop is created above the pillar (a). In this 
case it happens twice and two drops can be seen above the pillar (c). When the 
pillar hits the water it creates a cone (d), which clips off and traps some air in a 

bubble (e). The time interval between frames is 6.25 ms. 
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The sound profile of the underwater bubble event is easier to describe than most 
of the other sound events. The frequency spectrum in Figure 19 clearly shows that 
most of the energy is centered around a single frequency, given that only one 
bubble was created. If more than one bubble is created, several distinguishable 
peaks in the spectrum can be observed. 
 

 
Figure 19. The sound visualized for an underwater bubble at the top of the figure. 

In the middle it can be seen that the sound mostly consists of one dominating 
frequency. At the bottom the corresponding video frame with the underwater 

bubble can be seen. 
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3.2.3 Wall collapse 

When the size and the velocity of the impacting drop is large enough, a substantial 
amount of water is ejected out of the impact crater. The crater expands rapidly in 
width and the bottom part of the ejected water expands outwards with it, while the 
top part of the ejected water stays in the same place or actually moves inwards. 
This creates an open dome above the expanding impact crater. When the dome of 
water loses its velocity upwards, it starts to fall downwards, toward the crater. 
Finally, an impact between the returning crater and the dome occur (see Figure 
20). This impact is what causes the actual sound produced. Sometimes several 
underwater bubbles can be seen during the event, which further complicates the 
analysis. 
 
Additionally, the impact between the dome and the returning crater often disrupts 
the formation of the water pillar and, consequently of, any rebound drops that 
might have appeared (as can be seen in Figure 20). This makes it improbable to 
see an underwater bubble event after a wall collapse event. 
 

 
Figure 20. An image sequence of a drop process that ends in a wall collapse. The 

time interval between frames is 6.25 ms. 
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The event does not always produce sound, especially not when the walls only 
collapse close to the edge of the crater, without disrupting disrupt the water pillar. 
However, when sound is produced, this is quite complex, as can be seen in Figure 
21.  
 

 
Figure 21. Example of a typical sound from a wall collapse event. At the top of the 
picture the actual sound can be seen, and in the middle its frequency spectrum. At 

the bottom of the picture the current video frame can be seen. 
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3.2.4 Surface bubble 

Given certain conditions on impact velocity and drop size, there is a probability 
that a bubble above the surface is formed. This has earlier been observed by 
Medwin et al [11]. The bubble is formed by the walls of water that is ejected from 
the crater during the initial impact. After the impact the walls begin falling and 
moving inwards, towards the center of the crater, until they actually close up and 
form a closed dome of water above the crater. A surplus of water at the top of the 
dome then begins to fall down, through the bubble, towards the crater, which 
creates a pillar of water in the middle of the bubble. When the pillar reaches the 
bottom of the crater, there is a chance that, an underwater bubble might be 
produced, and therefore an additional sound source (an underwater bubble) is 
created. 
The pillar then starts to expand into the shape of a funnel, which almost reshapes 
the dome into the shape of the top of a torus. At the same time the bubble starts to 
give off sound (see Figure 22).  
Due to the fact that the dome traps the air located in the crater, and thereby 
changes the hydrodynamics of the crater, it makes the creation of the usual water 
pillar impossible.  
 

 
Figure 22. Image sequence of the formation of a surface bubble. The time interval 

between each image is 12.5 ms. 
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Figure 23. A typical sound produced by a surface bubble. The sound has been 

high pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 100 Hz, to reduce background noise. 

 

The torus shape is however not stable, and after 25 ms or so, the hole starts to 
wander outwards toward the edge of the bubble, and disappears into the water 
surface, which also produces a sound (see Figure 22). The sound profile for the 
whole event can be seen in Figure 23. The 2000 first samples in Figure 23 
correspond to the formation of the torus-shaped bubble, and the sound of the 
removal of the funnel can be seen in samples 5800-6800. 
 
After some time, usually a couple of seconds, the bubble ruptures which also 
gives off an audible sound (see Figure 24 and Figure 25).  
 
 

 
Figure 24. Image sequence of a rupturing surface bubble. The time interval 

between frames is 5 ms. 
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Figure 25. A typical sound heard when a surface bubble ruptures. The low 
frequency bulge in the beginning of the signal is caused during the actual 

rupturing, and the rest is caused when the water of the bubble falls into the water 
surface. 
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3.2.5 Crater return 

When an object impacts with a pool of water, a crater of some kind is formed on 
the surface of the water. The crater’s initial size and shape and, furthermore, its 
progression are dependent on the shape and size of the impacting object and 
whether the water surface was at rest during the impact or not.  
 
During certain conditions when the last rebound drop impacts the water, the 
created crater gets the shape of a small cone, whose apex then returns very 
quickly toward the surface (see Figure 26). This sometimes produces an audible 
sound, similar to the underwater bubble sound, but almost always with lower 
amplitude and higher frequency (see Figure 27). A couple of smaller droplets are 
sometimes thrown up when the crater rebounds. 
 
Even though this event happens at least once in every sequence, the crater return 
sound event is the least common one of the sound events found after studying the 
recorded audio files. It is probably uncommon enough that it can be left out when 
synthesizing simulated rain, without making the simulation sound unrealistic. 
Nevertheless, it is interesting to study why it produces an audible sound during 
some special circumstances and its inclusion in the list of sound-producing events 
therefore still has some value. 
 

 
Figure 26. A sequence of the event crater return. A sound is heard during the last 

and second to last frames in the sequence. The time interval between frames is 
3.75 ms. 
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Figure 27. A typical sound produced by the crater return event. 
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Chapter 4  

Data analysis 

Sound and video recordings were made of more than 350 drops, but due to time 
constraints only about 240 of them were analyzed.  
The audio programs Audacity and Cool Edit were used during the audio analysis. 

4.1 Impact velocity 
As previously discussed, an important variable, for which type of sound is 
produced during and after the impact, is the velocity of the drop just before it hits 
the water surface, commonly called the impact velocity. In every drop sequence 
the drop is visible before the impact for approximately four to eight frames (5 to 
10 ms), depending on the velocity of the drop. By estimating the center of mass of 
the drop in each frame, and thereafter calculating the difference in location of the 
center of mass in each two adjacent frames, a number of approximate values of 
the drop’s velocity can be obtained. The mean of these velocities provides a good 
enough approximation of the drop’s impact velocity. 
 
A problem with this estimation of impact velocity is that, with increasing drop 
size, the shape of the drop tends to diverge from a sphere and has a more of an 
oscillating asymmetric shape, which can affect the estimation of the center of 
mass position. Fortunately, though, the sizes of the drops are small enough that 
the effects on the impact velocity estimations remain rather small. A more critical 
problem is the fact that water drops are transparent, which makes it difficult to 
visually separate the drop from the background. By illuminating the drop with one 
or several diffuse light sources, placed in an arc behind the drop, with most of the 
light at the sides, the drop can be visually separated from the background.  
Since the incoming drop is moving with a velocity of between 10 and 20 pixels 
per frame, and the exposure time of the camera is as long as possible in our 
hardware configuration (1.25 ms), the edges of the drop in the recorded images 
tend to be quite blurry. This also affected the accuracy of the mass center 
estimation due to the way the estimation program worked. 

4.2 Video and sound analysis 
When the video and sound were synchronized, the visual structure of the sound 
and its Fourier transform were captured in separate figures for every video frame. 
Both sound and frequency spectrum were normalized. With the tool MATLAB 
these figures were merged into the original video with audible and synchronized 
sound (see Figure 28). Those video sequences were used in order to preliminarily 
categorize and analyze the drop events.  
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By observing which physical conditions was present when sounds are audible; 
five different events that can produce sound could be identified: 
 

• Impact: When the drop hits the water surface. 
• Underwater bubble: Occurs when some air was captured in the water. 
• Wall collapse: When the impact gives rise to a wall of water around the 

crater that collapses into the crater and creates a sound. 
• Surface bubble: When a wall around the crater forms a dome above the 

crater and captures the air located in the crater. 
• Crater return: When a crater returns to the level of the rest of the water 

surface and sometimes a sound is produced. 
 
The sounds of these five events were then analyzed in terms of the parameters 
described later in this chapter, under each respective paragraph. 
 
These events are described thoroughly in the earlier chapter Event Descriptions. 
 

 
Figure 28. A snapshot taken from the merged video file. (Top) the sound 

visualized where 0 corresponds to the actual frame (bottom). (Middle) the 
frequency spectrum visualized, corresponding to the sound (top). The frequency 
spectrum has been calculated with a 20 ms Hanning window taken symmetrical 

from the actual time in the sound. Both sounds and frequencies have been 
normalized with respectively peak value for a better visual detail. 
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4.2.1 Detailed video analysis 

A more detailed analysis of the videos was made with help of the image program 
Adobe Photoshop. It was used to simplify measuring of drop and bubble sizes, 
depth and width of drop craters, and the like, from the video frames. Due to the 
time limit for this project the video analysis of crater return was not performed. 
 
(i) Analysis of the cavity after impact 
 
The appearance immediately after the drop has impacted the water surface is 
similar for all drops. The appearance of the cavity, which occurs after the impact, 
is of great interest to our study. Depending on its shape, size and on how the 
crown of water around the cavity looks like, it gives rise to different events. 
Therefore, the maximum depth of the cavity, its width and how long after impact 
it occurs, have been analyzed. Furthermore, we measured the width at the bottom 
and at the top of the crown of water and its height at this time been analyzed. How 
the measurements have been made can be seen in Figure 29. 
 

 
Figure 29. The measures of the cavity and the crown around it are made when the 

maximum depth of the cavity has been reached. 
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(ii) Analysis of the pillar and the recoiling drop(s) 
 
After the cavity has been filled up, a pillar of water rises. Depending on the height 
and width of the pillar, sometimes one or two drops of water are detached from 
the top of the pillar. The water pillar and these drops give rise to possible 
underwater bubbles when they reach the surface again. For this reason we 
analyzed the maximum height and width of the pillar, when it occurs after impact, 
the maximum height of the drops, their diameter and when these occur after 
impact. Often the drops are not spherical and therefore the maximum and 
minimum diameters have been measured. The pillar has a cylindrical or conical 
shape and the widths have been measured at the top and at the bottom of the 
pillar. How the measurements were made can be seen in Figure 30. 
 

 
Figure 30. The measurements of the pillar and (in this case) the drop are made 

when they have reached their respectively maximum height. Observe that usually 
this does not happen at the same time. 
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(iii) Analysis of the underwater bubble 
 
The underwater bubbles are mainly created from the water pillar returning to the 
water surface. When the pillar returns to the surface a thin cone is most of the 
times created under the water surface, similar to the cone observed when smaller 
drops impact the water surface in studies by Elmore et al. [9] and Pumphrey et al. 
[12]. A part of this cone clips off and a small amount of air is thereby trapped as a 
bubble in the bulk of water (see Figure 31). It is also possible that the drop, or 
drops, above the pillar creates a cone, which clips off and creates air bubbles. 
Underwater bubbles can also be created when the drops above the pillar fall into 
the cone, created by the pillar. The drop then acts as a sort of lid on the cone, and 
traps the air in the cone into a bubble. This formation is not as common as when 
the cone clips off into a bubble, due to the fact that there is only a short time 
window when the cone exists (a couple of milliseconds) when the drop can trap 
the air in the cone.  
 
The bubbles were categorized into subclasses of the underwater bubble event 
depending on if they were created by the clipped off cone from the returning 
water pillar, created by the clipped off cone(s) from the drop(s) above the pillar or 
if they were created by the drop falling into the crater created by the pillar. The 
bubbles’ diameters were measured, to be able to correlate them with the sounds 
obtained. Additionally, the maximum depth and the width of the cone that gives 
rise to the bubble were measured, together with the time from impact. The 
measurements for the cone-like cavity can be seen in Figure 32. 
 

 
Figure 31. A sequence with frames of the creation of an underwater bubble from 
the returning pillar. The pillar has been clipped off and small drop is above the 

pillar. First the top of the pillar is visible (a) on its way down to the surface. When 
the pillar goes under the water it creates a cone (d) that is getting deeper (e) until 

it clips off and a bubble is created (f). Time between frames is 6.25 ms. 
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Figure 32. The measurements of the cone-like cavity, which occur when the drop 

or the pillar return to the surface. In this case the cavity is created from a 
returning drop. 
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(iv) Analysis of the surface bubble 
 
The goal of the video analysis of the recorded surface bubble events is twofold. 
First, to see how different drop volumes and velocities affect the shape and size of 
the surface bubble. Second, to try to couple the video data with the audio data in 
order to detect some correlation between the sounds produced, and the properties 
of the bubbles, during the events. 
 
To be able to do this, the parameters were measured for every 10 frames (12.5 ms) 
during the first sound (see section about the detailed audio analysis for this event), 
and also before and after the second sound. (See Figure 33) 
 
 
Analyzed parameters: 
 
Dwidth: Width of the dome. 
Cwidth: Width of the crater. 
Dheight: Height of the dome. 
Cdepth: Depth of the crater. 
Fwidth: Width of the funnel (not always measurable). 
 
By using the parameters above, an estimated volume of the air trapped inside the 
bubble can be calculated. However, the formula below does not take into account 
the size of the funnel. 
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Derived attributes: 
 
Vest: Estimated volume of bubble. 
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Figure 33. Parameters for the surface bubble. 
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4.2.2 Detailed sound analysis 

After the brief analysis and categorization, a more careful analysis of the sound, 
and its frequency spectrum, was performed. In this part every part of the drop 
sound was analyzed. Depending on which event was analyzed, different 
parameters were taken into account. 
 
(i) Analysis of the impact sound 
 
The sound from the impact event is characterized by a short downward spike, 
directly followed by an upward spike. This comes off the pressure wave that 
appears when the drop hits the water surface. The appearance of the impact sound, 
reproduced with just a few samples, made it almost impossible to find any 
dominating frequencies in the audible spectrum. We found the amplitude of the 
spikes and the duration till the signal has stabilized of larger interest (see Figure 
34).  
 
Analyzed parameters: 
 
A1: The initial dip in the sound from the base level. 
A2: The peak value of the sound from the base level. 
T: Time between the start of the sound to the peak value. 
 

 
Figure 34. The sound according to impact has a downward spike, with amplitude 
A1, followed of an upward spike, with amplitude A2. The duration of the impact 

sound is denoted by T. 
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(ii) Analysis of the underwater bubble sound 
 
The sound created from underwater bubbles is the most common one, and it can 
occur at several positions during the drop process. The principal characteristics of 
the sound is however the same, regardless of when it is produced, and can 
therefore be analyzed in the same manner, in every instance.  
 
The sound associated with underwater bubbles begins with a steep rise to 
maximum amplitude followed by exponential decay (see Figure 35). Almost all 
the studied sounds have a frequency spectrum with the energy centered in the 
region of one dominating frequency. In some cases, several dominating 
frequencies scattered over the frequency spectrum are observed, but, besides that, 
these sounds have similar properties as most of the sounds associated with 
underwater bubbles. In the analysis, a 128 samples Hanning window was used. It 
gives a good adjustment between finding frequency peaks and reduce noise. With 
the Hanning window, dominating frequencies and their amplitudes in the sound 
were found, and how much these frequencies and amplitudes have changed 128 
samples after the first window. Another important variable was when the sound 
occurred after impact. 
 
Analyzed parameters: 
 
Tui: How long after the impact sound this sound appears. 
Fu: The frequencies of the highest peaks of the spectrum over the 128 first 
samples in the sound. 
Au: The amplitude of the frequencies in Fu over the 128 first samples of the sound. 
Fud: How much the main frequencies have drifted 128 samples later. 
Auk: How much the amplitudes of the main frequencies have decreased 128 
samples later. 
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Figure 35. Sound from an underwater bubble with the characteristic steep at the 
beginning and exponential decaying look. The slow oscillation along the signal 
derives from several nearby frequencies that alternatively cause destructive and 

constructive interference in the signal. 
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(iii) Analysis of the wall collapse sound 
 
The sound that occurs during wall collapses has a complex structure and often 
consists of several weak and short (a couple of milliseconds long) sound 
fragments. The sound fragments do often overlap, which makes the wall collapse 
sound hard to analyze.  
 
In the wall collapse event, the sound fragment can have at least two different 
behaviors. Either it is similar to the exponential decaying sound created from 
underwater bubbles, but generally weaker, or it decays more linearly (Figure 36). 
In the latter case the sound starts with a steep rise to its maximum amplitude and 
then linearly decays till it has faded out. Variables of interest are maximum 
amplitude, frequency of the sound, duration of the sound and how long after 
impact the sound occurred, and/or the same parameters as in the underwater 
bubble event (dependent on which sound fragments that occur).  
 
Analyzed parameters: 
 
Twei: How long after the impact sound this sound appears. 
Fwe: The frequencies of the highest peaks of the spectrum over the 128 first 
samples in the sound. 
Awe: The amplitude of the main frequencies in Fw over the 128 first samples of the 
sound. 
Fwed: How much the main frequencies have drifted 128 samples later. 
Awek: How much the amplitudes of the main frequencies have decreased 128 
samples later. 
 
and/or: 
 
Twli: How long after the impact sound this sound appears. 
Fwl: The dominating frequency in the sound. 
Awl: The maximum amplitude of the sound. 
Dwl: The duration till the sound has faded out. 
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Figure 36. The typical sound from wall collapse has several amplitude peaks and 

consists of several short sound fragments. 
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(iv) Analysis of the surface bubble sound 
 
The surface bubble sound event consists of three different sounds, each produced 
during certain moments in the physical event. The first one is produced when the 
walls of water have formed the dome above the impact crater and the funnel starts 
to form, the second one is produced when the fully formed funnel is removed 
from the bubble and the last one when the bubble finally ruptures. Each one of 
these sounds has its distinct characteristics.  
Unfortunately, as discussed in previous chapters, only a handful of sequences with 
the surface bubble event have been recorded, which makes a thorough analysis of 
the event somewhat troublesome. Furthermore, due to the fact that the final 
bubble can remain stable for seconds until it finally ruptures, and the recordings 
were kept short to save data, several of the recorded sequences are missing the 
rupture of the bubble. The analysis of the last sound was therefore left out of our 
study.  
 
At each point in time, when the first sound is heard, the sound seems to largely 
consist of just one single frequency peak. The location of this peak and its 
amplitude does however change with time. As is seen in the video of the recorded 
events, the physical properties of the surface bubble also changes during the time 
the sound is produced. It is therefore not unreasonable to assume that the 
properties of the sound and the bubble in each instance of time are closely related.  
With that in mind, the amplitude and frequency of the peak of the spectrum were 
noted with an interval of 12.5 ms from the point when the peak first was seen until 
it finally died out. The instant when the sound appeared relative to the initial 
impact, and the length of the sound, was also noted for each sequence.   
 
The general analyzed parameters of the first sound: 
T1: Time after initial impact before sound appears. 
T2: Time between the sound appears and dies out, i.e. the length of the sound. 
 
Analyzed parameters during sound for each interval of 12.5 ms: 
A: Amplitude of the peak in the spectrum. 
F: Frequency of the peak in the spectrum. 
 
 

 
Figure 37. An example of the first sound in a surface bubble event. 
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The second sound produced during the surface bubble event is similar to the 
sound heard from an underwater bubble or a crater return, and the same 
parameters that were used to describe those sound events will also be used here. 
 
The analyzed parameters of the second sound are: 
 
Tci: How long after the impact sound this sound appears. 
Fc: The frequencies of the highest peaks of the spectrum over the 128 first samples 
in the sound. 
Ac: The amplitude of the main frequencies in Fc over the 128 first samples of the 
sound. 
Fcd: How much the main frequencies have drifted 128 samples later. 
Ack: How much the amplitudes of the main frequencies have decreased 128 
samples later. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 38. An example of the second sound in the surface bubble event. 
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(v) Analysis of the crater return sound 
 
The sound that may occur during a crater return event has the same characteristics 
as the sound associated with underwater bubble, and therefore the same 
parameters have been studied. A typical sound from this event can be studied in 
Figure 39. 
 
Analyzed parameters: 
 
Tci: How long after the impact sound this sound appears. 
Fc: The frequencies of the highest peaks of the spectrum over the 128 first samples 
in the sound. 
Ac: The amplitude of the main frequencies in Fc over the 128 first samples of the 
sound. 
Fcd: How much the main frequencies have drifted 128 samples later. 
Ack: How much the amplitudes of the main frequencies have decreased 128 
samples later. 
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Figure 39.  Sound associated with crater return starts with a steep peak and 

decays quickly. The rest of the sound is low intensity noise. 
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Chapter 5  

Observations from experiment analysis 

As mentioned in [9], the cavity that occurs when a drop impacts the water surface 
can be described as a cone. This phenomenon has not been observed by the main 
impacting drops in the experiments this report is based on. Rather, the cavity can 
be assimilated to a hemisphere in its shape. Liow [6] refers to photographs in an 
article by Engel in 1967, where drops with high momentum create cavities that are 
hemispherical. It can be an explanation why the results of the cavities in this 
report are distinguishable from those seen in earlier studies. The drops, which this 
report is based on, are released from higher heights and have diameters that often 
occur in heavier rainfalls. This is not the situation in experiments made by 
Pumphrey et al. [12] and Medwin et al. [2], where the drops have smaller 
momentum at impact. This can be an explanation why the detached drops and the 
pillar often create a cone-like cavity when they return to the water surface, due to 
their much lower momentum than the main impacting drops. 

5.1 Impact 
The intensity of the sound from impact depends on the volume of the drop and on 
its velocity. A bigger mass and/or a larger velocity results in a larger kinetic 
energy to the drop at impact and result in a shock wave, through the air, with 
larger energy. This is reflected in the parameters A1 and A2. As can be seen in 
Figure 40 to Figure 42, a higher velocity increases the amplitude of the sound. It 
can also be seen that a bigger volume of the drop also increases the amplitude. 
 
The duration of the sound increases with the velocity for most of the drop 
volumes. This is not true for drops with volumes around 46 µl, which have almost 
a constant duration independently of velocity (see Figure 43). Larger drops are 
flat or concave at the bottom when they hit the surface according to Medwin et al. 
[11]. This results in a larger contact region at impact, but the duration, it happens, 
is also smaller than for a spherical drop. 
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Figure 40. Amplitude of the impact sound parameter A1 visualized versus 

increasing impact velocities and for varying drop volumes. All parameters are 
given with standard deviation. 
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Figure 41. Amplitude of the impact sound parameter A2 visualized versus 

increasing impact velocities and for varying drop volumes. All parameters are 
given with standard deviation. 
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Figure 42. Amplitude of the impact sound parameters A1 and A2 for varying 
impact velocities and a drop volume of 46 µl. All parameters are given with 

standard deviation. Observe that the velocity for A2 has been slightly shifted to the 
right for better visualization. 
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Figure 43. Duration of the impact sound visualized versus increasing velocity and 

for varying drop volumes. 
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5.2 Impact crater 
The form and size of the crater that occurs after the drop has impacted the water 
surface, determines the shape the following drop procedure will take. The crater 
has the shape of a hemisphere for all drops this thesis is based on. The depth Cdepth 
and width Cwidth of the crater can be seen in Figure 44 respectively Figure 45 for 
varying drop volumes. All measurements of the cavity and of its crown are made 
when it has reached its maximum depth. An interesting phenomenon is that the 
depth and width of the crater stagnate with increasing velocity. The characteristics 
of water result in that it behaves as a hard body at larger velocities. Therefore a 
part of the drop will spread over the interface of the crater and the rest is forced up 
along the walls of the crater and forms a crown above it. The height Crheight and 
the opening of the crown Crt_width are visualized in Figure 46 respectively Figure 
47 for varying impact velocities and drop volumes. The height of the crown 
increases with higher velocities at the beginning, but stagnates after a while. This 
is a consequence of the inward motion of the crown wall, which forms a dome 
over the cavity. In Figure 47 it can be seen that the opening in the crown 
decreases faster with larger velocity, due to higher inward velocity of the crown 
wall. 
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Figure 44. The depth of the crater visualized versus increasing velocity and for 

varying drop volumes.  
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Figure 45. The width of the crater visualized versus increasing velocity and for 

varying drop volumes. 
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Figure 46. The height of the crown visualized versus increasing velocity and for 

varying drop volumes. 
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Figure 47. The top width of the crown visualized versus increasing velocity and 

for varying drop volumes. 
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5.3 Pillar and detached drops 
 
The shape of the pillar is strongly correlated to the behavior of the impact crater 
during its creation phase. A high and thin pillar often occurs when the crown 
above the crater is small and its walls do not fall into the crater. The opposite, i.e. 
a low and thick pillar occurs when the crown is high and falls into the crater. The 
downward moving crown and the upward moving crater then collide, which stops 
the pillar to become high and thin. The maximum pillar height Pheight and its width 
at top Pt_width and bottom Pb_width are visualized in Figure 48 to Figure 50. It can be 
seen that the size of the pillar increases with higher velocity at impact and with 
larger drop volumes. However, the high impact velocities these experiments were 
limited to give rise to a stagnation of pillar size increment. The time since impact 
until the pillar reaches its maximum height increases for higher impact velocities 
and with larger drop volumes (sees Figure 51). 
 
In the case when the pillar is high and thin it often divides up into one or two 
small drops above the remaining pillar. These drops often continue to move up a 
little bit more; at the same time the pillar starts to return to the water surface. This 
can be seen in Figure 55 and Figure 59 for drop1 and drop2, respectively, where 
time since impact until the drops have reached their maximum height is 
visualized. The detached drop1 is the most common one to occur, and drop2 
occurs mostly for smaller impacting drop volumes. In Figure 52 to Figure 54 the 
maximum height Dheight and widest diameter Ddia_max, respectively smallest 
diameter Ddia_min, are visualized for detached drop1. Corresponding measurements 
for detached drop2 are given in Figure 56 to Figure 58. It can be observed that the 
maximum height Dheight of the detached drops is always larger for drop1 compared 
to drop2. This was expected; due to the fact that drop1 is always above drop2. 
Another observation is that drops detach from the pillar only when the pillar is 
high and thin enough to split up, as mentioned above. 
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Figure 48. The maximum height of pillar visualized versus increasing impact 

velocity and for varying drop volumes. 
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Figure 49. Width at top of the pillar visualized versus increasing impact velocity 
and for varying drop volumes. All measures have been made when the pillar has 

reached its maximum height. 
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Figure 50. Width at bottom of pillar visualized versus increasing impact velocity 
and for varying drop volumes. All measures have been made when the pillar has 

reached its maximum height. 
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Figure 51. Time since impact the pillar reached its maximum height visualized 

versus increasing impact velocity for varying drop volumes. 
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Figure 52. Maximum height for drop1 visualized versus increasing impact 

velocity and for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities where max height is 
zero, no drops were created. 
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Figure 53. Maximum diameter of drop1 visualized versus increasing impact 

velocity and for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities where max diameter 
is zero, no drops were created. All measures have been made when the drop has 

reached its maximum height. 
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Figure 54. Minimum diameter of drop1 visualized versus increasing impact 

velocity and for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities where min diameter 
is zero, no drops were created. All measures have been made when the drop has 

reached its maximum height. 
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Figure 55. Time since impact drop1 reached its maximum height visualized versus 
increasing impact velocity for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities where 

time since impact is zero, no drops were created. 
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Figure 56. Maximum height for drop2 visualized versus increasing impact 

velocity and for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities where max height is 
zero, no drops were created. 
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Figure 57. Maximum diameter of drop2 visualized versus increasing impact 

velocity and for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities where max diameter 
is zero, no drops were created. All measures have been made when the drop has 

reached its maximum height. 
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Figure 58. Minimum diameter of drop2 visualized versus increasing impact 

velocity and for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities where min diameter 
is zero, no drops were created. All measures have been made when the drop has 

reached its maximum height. 
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Figure 59. Time since impact drop2 reached its maximum height visualized versus 
increasing impact velocity for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities where 

time since impact is zero, no drops were created. 
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5.4 Craters from pillar and detached drops 
When the pillar returns to the water surface it creates a cone-like cavity with an 
acute angle, at the bottom of the cavity. It has varying inclination of its wall 
depending on the height and width of the pillar. A high and thin pillar creates a 
deep cavity with high wall inclination, while a low and wide pillar creates a 
shallow cavity with flat wall inclination. When cavity has reached its maximum 
depth the entrained bubbles are often created, if they occur. In Figure 60 to Figure 
62 the maximum depth pillar

depthCo , the width at the top pillar
widthmax_Co  and the ratio 

between those parameters for the cavity are visualized. The time from drop impact 
to the time when the maximum depth of cavity is reached is given in Figure 63. 
Higher velocities at drop impact result in increased time since impact when the 
cavity occurs. This is an effect of higher momentum to the impacting drop, which 
results in a deeper crater and thereafter a higher pillar, which takes longer time to 
return to the surface than a lower pillar.  
 
Comparing to cavities created by returning pillar, the cavities made by detached 
returning drops, have a more cylindrical shape with a wide opening at the top and 
narrow off to the bottom. The measures for maximum depth 1drop

depthCo , the width at 

the top 1drop
widthmax_Co  and the width at the bottom 1drop

widthmin_Co  for cavities created by 
drop1 are visualized in Figure 64 to Figure 66. The time from drop impact to the 
time when maximum depth of cavity is reached is given in Figure 67. 
Corresponding measurements and times for drop2 are given in Figure 68 to Figure 
71. For both drop1 and drop2 the values for depth and width of the cavity are 
increasing with higher drop impact velocity, even if there are some variations 
between both of these.  
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Figure 60. Maximum depth of cavity created by returning pillar visualized versus 

increasing impact velocity and for varying drop volumes. 
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Figure 61. Width of cavity created by returning pillar visualized versus increasing 
drop velocity and for varying drop volumes. All measures have been made when 

the cavity has reached its maximum depth. 
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Figure 62. Ratio between depth and width of cavity created by pillar visualized 

versus increasing impact velocity and for varying drop volumes. All measures are 
given when the cavity has reached its maximum depth. 
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Figure 63. Time since impact the cavity created by returning pillar reached its 
maximum depth visualized versus increasing impact velocity for varying drop 

volumes. 
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Figure 64. Maximum depth of cavity created by detached drop1 visualized versus 
increasing impact velocity and for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities 

where depth is zero, no drops were created. 
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Figure 65. Top width of cavity created by detached drop1 visualized versus 

increasing impact velocity and for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities 
where top width is zero, no drops were created. All measures are given when the 

cavity has reached its maximum depth. 
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Figure 66. Bottom width of cavity created by detached drop1 visualized versus 
increasing impact velocity and for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities 

where bottom width is zero, no drops were created. All measures are given when 
the cavity has reached its maximum depth. 
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Figure 67. Time since impact the cavity created by detached drop1 reached its 
maximum depth visualized versus increasing impact velocity for varying drop 
volumes. For impact velocities where time since impact is zero, no drops were 

created. 
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Figure 68. Maximum depth of cavity created by detached drop2 visualized versus 
increasing impact velocity and for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities 

where depth is zero, no drops were created. 
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Figure 69. Top width of cavity created by detached drop2 visualized versus 

increasing impact velocity and for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities 
where top width is zero, no drops were created. All measures are given when the 

cavity has reached its maximum depth. 
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Figure 70. Bottom width of cavity created by detached drop2 visualized versus 
increasing impact velocity and for varying drop volumes. For impact velocities 

where bottom width is zero, no drops were created. All measures are given when 
the cavity has reached its maximum depth. 
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Figure 71. Time since impact, the cavity created by detached drop2 reached its 
maximum depth visualized versus increasing impact velocity for varying drop 
volumes. For impact velocities where time since impact is zero, no drops were 

created. 
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5.5 Bubbles created by pillar and detached drops 
It has been found that underwater bubbles are created mainly in two cases. The 
first and most common one is when the walls of the cavity, created by the pillar or 
the detached drops, start to move closer to each other and trap an amount of air at 
the bottom of the cavity, so that one or two bubbles are created. In the second case 
the detached drop falls into the cavity created by the pillar or the first detached 
returning drop, and traps an amount of air into a bubble. This does not happen 
very often, due to strict timing needed between the cavity and the drop. In the 
Figure 72 to Figure 77 the bubble radii is visualized for varying main drop impact 
velocity. An observation is that bubbles created from drops falling into the cavity 
mostly have smaller radius than bubbles created from trapped air at the bottom of 
the cavity. Most bubbles are created in connection with the returning pillar. 
 
A comparison of the relationship between the main frequency of the bubble sound 
and the bubble radius were made to see how well it fits Minnaert’s formula 
( 300 ≈Rν  m/s) according to Leighton [3]. The result is visualized in Figure 78 
where it is shown that Minnaert’s formula gives a good relationship between 
bubble radius and sound frequencies, even if there are large variations of the 
experimental data. 
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Figure 72. Bubble radius for the first bubbles created by cavity from returning 

pillar visualized versus main drop impact velocity. The red crosses correspond to 
bubbles created by drop falling into the cavity and the blue circles for regular 

trapped air at the bottom of the cavity. 
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Figure 73. Bubble radius for the second bubbles created by cavity from returning 

pillar visualized versus main drop impact velocity. 
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Figure 74. Bubble radius for the first bubbles created by cavity from returning 
detached drop1 visualized versus main drop impact velocity. The red crosses 

correspond to bubbles created by drop falling into the cavity and the blue circles 
for regular trapped air at the bottom of the cavity. 
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Figure 75. Bubble radius for the second bubbles created by cavity from returning 

detached drop1 visualized versus main drop impact velocity. 
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Figure 76. Bubble radius for the first bubbles created by cavity from returning 
detached drop2 visualized versus main drop impact velocity. The red crosses 

correspond to bubbles created by drop falling into the cavity and the blue circles 
for regular trapped air at the bottom of the cavity. 
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Figure 77. Bubble radius for the second bubbles created by cavity from returning 

detached drop2 visualized versus main drop impact velocity. 
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Figure 78. Frequency of bubble sound visualized versus inverse bubble radius. 

Minnaert’s formula ( 300 ≈Rν  m/s [3]) is the red dashed line and the green line is 
an LMS (Least Mean Square) estimation of the same with 13.300 =Rν  m/s. 
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5.6 Surface bubbles 
 
In all of the sequences that were analyzed only seven of them contained the 
surface bubble event. All of these events were caused by 46 µl or 23 µl droplets 
with impact velocities close to 6 m/s. This indicates that a certain momentum or at 
least a certain impact velocity of the droplet is needed to make the creation of a 
surface bubble possible. As described in the chapter Background, smaller droplets 
have lower terminal velocities than large droplets and, naturally, smaller mass, 
which makes the smaller droplets unable to cause surface bubble events. 
 
The time before the first sound appears (see Figure 79) is dependent, as could 
possibly be foreseen, on the size of the impacting drop. The average time needed 
for the 23 µl drops is 28 ms, while the average is 44 ms for the 46 µl drops. 
 
Figure 80 clearly shows that the size of the initial (just before the first sound 
appears) formed bubble is dependent on the volume of the droplet. The larger the 
volume of the droplet, the larger the bubble formed.   
 
The estimated volume over time shown in Figure 81 shows, albeit not in exact 
numbers, that the volume of the surface bubbles decreases during the first sound, 
which suggests that some of the air trapped in the bubble, is released.  
 
Figure 82 through Figure 85 show that the frequency of the first sound seems to 
be correlated to the all the measured parameters of the size and shape of the 
bubble to some degree, but especially the crater depth seems to be strongly related 
to frequency. Figure 85, indicates that there is an inverse proportionally 
relationship between the frequency and the depth of the crater.  
 
The length of the first sound is about 50 ms in all observed cases. The main 
frequency of the sound starts at around 750 Hz and then increases by about 25 Hz 
per millisecond, until the sound dies out (as can be seen in Figure 86). The 
amplitude of the sound in most cases seems to reach a peak after about half of the 
duration of the sound, with 5-10 dB higher amplitude compared to when the 
sound started (see Figure 87). 
 
The characteristics of the second sound of the event are quite constant between 
the different recorded sequences. The sound typically appears around 140 ms after 
the initial impact for the 23 µl drops, while the larger 46 µl drops caused the 
sound to appear around 150 ms after the impact. The main frequency of the sound 
seems to be in the 2-2.5 kHz range for the smaller drops, while the 46 µl drops 
can produce somewhat higher frequencies. The amplitudes of the sound were 
more or less even for all sequences, but the rate of decay in amplitude varied quite 
widely. See Figure 88 to Figure 93. 
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Figure 79. Time after impact before first sound appears versus impacting drop 

volume. 
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Figure 80. Estimated initial volume of surface bubble plotted against volume of 

impacting drop. 
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Estimated bubble volume versus time
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Figure 81. Estimated volume of surface bubbles plotted against time during first 
sound of the surface bubble events. The unit on the x-axis is the time since the 
sound appeared. The estimated bubble volume may be larger than the actual 
bubble volume, especially when a funnel has formed, due to the fact that the 

funnel volume is not subtracted from the estimated volume. 
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Figure 82. Frequency of the spectrum peak plotted against dome width during 

first sound of the surface bubble events. 
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Frequency versus Crater width
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Figure 83. Frequency of the spectrum peak plotted against crater width during 

first sound of the surface bubble events. 
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Figure 84. Frequency of the spectrum peak plotted against dome height during 

first sound of the surface bubble events. 
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Figure 85. Frequency of the spectrum peak plotted against crater depth during 

first sound of the surface bubble events. 
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Figure 86. Main frequency of the first sound versus time since start of sound. 
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Amplitude of first sound versus time since sound started
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Figure 87. Amplitude of first sound in surface bubble event versus time. 
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Figure 88. Time until the second sound of the surface bubble event occurs versus 

drop volume and drop height. 
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Figure 89. Time after impact until second sound of the surface bubble event 

appears versus the estimated volume of the initial bubble. 
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Figure 90. Frequency of the second sound of the surface bubble event versus drop 

volume and drop height. 
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Figure 91. Amplitude of second sound of the surface bubble event versus drop 

volume and drop height. 
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Figure 92. Drift of main frequency in second sound of the surface bubble event 

versus drop volume and drop height. 
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Figure 93. Amplitude change of main frequency of the second sound of the surface 

bubble event versus drop volume and drop height. 
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5.7 Events linked to Froude and Weber numbers 
 
According to Liow [6], Froude and Weber numbers have been used to classify 
impacting liquid drops, with low viscosities such as water, into different 
categories. The Froude number describes an objects resistance to move through 
water relative its size and velocity. The Weber number describes a fluid’s relative 
significance between its inertia and surface tension. The definitions of Froude and 
Weber numbers are given in chapter 1.2. A Froude and Weber map of the drops in 
this study shows for which type of drops and velocities the different sound 
producing events occur. The results are consistent with the results found by Liow; 
the drops in the study were all in the secondary bubble entrainment region, and 
the drops produced secondary bubble entrainment (see Figure 94).  
The more uncommon events, the surface bubble event, the wall collapse and the 
crater return are all found for drops with high Froude and Weber numbers (≈103). 
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Figure 94. Froude and Weber map of the drops and the different events. Primary 

and secondary bubble entrainment regions according to Liow [6]. 
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Chapter 6  

Conclusions 

6.1 Comparison to earlier works 

6.1.1 Underwater bubble event 

In chapter 1.3 two different theories about the origin of the sound produced during 
regular entrainment were briefly discussed. The first one suggests that the sound 
is produced by the small bubble, which acts as a linearly damped oscillator. 
While, the other theory suggests that it actually is the cone that produces the 
sound.  
While the experiments done in this study didn’t produce bubble entrainment 
caused by the first impacting drop, which has been the case in many earlier 
studies, bubble entrainment was still seen. This was instead caused by the falling 
pillar or rebounding drops, as discussed in earlier chapters (especially 3.2.2).  
The analysis of the experiments clearly suggests that the first theory, that the 
bubble produces the sound, is closer to truth than the second theory. Figure 78 
shows that the main frequency of the sound is closely related to the size of the 
bubble, which is consistent with the first theory. Furthermore, the time when the 
cone is present is consistently shorter than the span of time when the sound can be 
heard, which goes against the second theory. The fact that the depth of the cone 
also changes during the duration of the sound, while the frequency of the sound 
remains more or less the same, is also inconsistent with the latter theory (see [4]). 
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6.2 Event model 
It has been found that the sound produced from water drops impacting a liquid 
surface is created by several complex events. There are also several physical non-
sound producing events that decide which sound components will be created. 
These events (sound producing and non-sound producing) have been identified in 
this thesis and are a basis for the proposed sound model. The events are given in 
chronological order and can be split up in three main droplet sound parts. See 
Figure 95 for a diagram of the proposed model. 
 
The following event model is proposed: 
 

 Impact: Always occur and happen when the drop impacts the water surface. 
This event always produces a sound, but is nearly audible for small drops and 
low impact velocities. With increasing drop size and higher impact velocities 
the sound is increasing in intensity. The characteristics of the sound are like a 
faint and short snap. 

 Cavity creation: This is a non-sound producing event, but is the event that 
mainly determines the following sound process. Depending on the shape (deep 
and width) of the cavity and the shape (height and rake) of the crown at the 
top of the cavity these three events occur:  
1 Pillar creation: The interface of the cavity returns to the water surface and 

throw up a cascade of water, forming a water pillar. Depending on the 
height and thickness to the pillar, one or two small drops are detached 
from the top of the rising pillar. This event never produces a sound, but 
determines which of the event(s) among Drop return, Underwater bubble 
and Crater return that will follow. 

2 Wall collapse: The returning interface of the cavity and the collapsing 
crown strike into each other and prevent the creation of a water pillar. 
Instead, a lot of small bubbles are created and sounds occur. 

3 Surface bubble: The crown of water falls into the center of the cavity and 
creates a dome above the cavity (surface bubble). No water pillar is 
created, but a large micro bubble is created under the cavity and a “chirp”-
like noise occurs. Also, a slight snap occurs when the surface bubble 
bursts. 

 Drop return: When the pillar returns to the water surface a small cavity is 
formed. Sometimes one of the detached drops falls into this cavity and traps 
the air at the bottom of the cavity into a micro bubble and a “plunk”-sound 
occurs. 

 Underwater bubble: When the cavity, created by the returning pillar and/or the 
detached drops, has reached its maximum depth, the bottom of the cavity very 
often clips off and forms a bubble and a “plunk”-sound occurs. It is the shape 
(depth and rake of the interface) of the cavity that determines if a bubble is 
formed.  

 Crater return: Rarely the cavity created by a detached drop or returning pillar 
is returning to surface in a snatch like motion and a cascade of small water 
drops are thrown up. This will produce a sound almost like the “plunk”-sound 
but with a higher frequency. 
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Figure 95. Proposed event model for the events observed in this study. 
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6.3 Conclusions about the different sound events 

6.3.1 Impact 

The shape of the sound signal seems to be the same for all recorded sequences: A 
negative spike immediately followed by a positive spike of more or less the same 
amplitude as the first one. The amplitude of the spikes and the duration of the 
sound is however not constant between the sequences. The amplitude seems to 
almost be linearly proportional with the impact velocity given a certain drop 
volume (see Figure 40 to Figure 42). The proportionality between the amplitude 
and the size of the drop is however much harder to analyze. The amplitudes for 
the 12, 17 and 23 µl drops are not dramatically different, given a certain velocity, 
though the larger drops clearly show a discernable difference with respect to the 
smaller drops. The 46 µl drops do however produce much larger amplitudes than 
the smaller drops. The 46 µl were however recorded with another microphone that 
had another normalization of the amplitude, which might explain this factor. 
The duration of the sound appears to be non-linearly related for the larger drops. 
The 12, 17 and 23 µl drops produce longer duration of the sound with higher 
velocities; while the 46 µl drops produce more or less constant durations 
regardless of velocity (see Figure 43). 

6.3.2 Underwater bubble 

The underwater bubble event is the most common one in the data. Figure 78 
shows a clear relation between the radius of the bubble and the frequency of the 
sound produced. Minneart’s formula seems to be a good description for this. 
However, no further analysis of how the bubble radius correlates to the amplitude 
and duration of the produced sound has been done. 

6.3.3 Wall collapse 

The sound from the wall collapse event is much harder to describe than the other 
events. Sometimes it produces a sound similar to the underwater bubble and 
sometimes it produces sounds similar to the first sound of the surface bubble 
event. These two sound types can also appear superimposed to each other, which 
complicates the matter further. 
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6.3.4 Surface bubble 

The surface bubble was seen for a certain combination of drop size and impact 
velocity (23 or 46 µl dropped from 3 meters). The amount of sequences 
containing the surface bubble event, was however not large enough to make a 
thorough investigation of the event. 
The one fact that could be established is that the frequency of the first sound in the 
event seems to be strongly inversely correlated to the depth of the crater.  

6.3.5 Crater return 

The crater return event is rarely heard, and there was just not enough data to 
analyze it. 
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